Terms and conditions for using PRmeasurement.ro
By accessing, browsing and using this website and any of its pages, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and agreed to the following terms and conditions. If you do not accept the terms
and conditions, please do not access the website.
PRmeasurement.ro offers free information for general knowledge purposes. The content will be
updated as soon as new information is available. The contents and structure of the website are
protected by copyright law.
Copying, translating, distributing, publishing under any form the information presented on this
website is only allowed by mentioning the original source: PRmeasurement.ro. Commercial use of
the materials presented on this website is strictly forbidden.
GMP Public Relations SRL, as owner and administrator of PRmeasurement.ro, will protect the privacy
of your personal data. The information which you will provide through messages or registration
forms will not be used with other purposes than those already mentioned, and will not be sent to
third parties without your consent.
By filling out any form on this website, you are giving GMP Public Relations SRL the right to use your
personal information in order to keep you updated regarding the content presented on the platform.
GMP Public Relations SRL respects the confidentiality of any person who visits this website and any
information you give about yourself will be used to offer you the service you request. These
informations will not be disclosed to any other party other than GMP Public Relations SRL and its
collaborating partners working to offer you the best services.
Please be advised that you are not required to provide the data but these are necessary for the
above mentioned activities and to keep you up to date with our work.
Your refusal makes it impossible for us to reach you in order to make any kind of communication.
PRmeasurement.ro cannot be held responsible for the materials present on the website, they are
presented for information purposes. PRmeasurement.ro assumes no responsibility if the website
services cannot be accessed by users for an undetermined / indefinite period of time for any
technical or commercial reasons. PRmeasurement.com reserves the right to change the terms,
conditions and policies at any time without prior notice, so please check this section regularly to keep
up with the changes made.

